With **BRANCH OUT!**— a partnership between GCPS and the Gwinnett County Public Library (GCPL)— a student’s school ID doubles as a GCPL library card, giving access to the county’s extensive collection of digital and print resources and a range of activities.

1. To Access GCPL Branch Out
   - Students login using their GCPS student ID and their birthdate (MMDD) as the Password.
   - Students who do not have a Branch Out account yet can request an account online.

2. Sample Summer Reading Resources Available on Branch Out
   - **Overdrive**- Using their Branch Out account from the Gwinnett Public Library, students can access thousands of e Books and audiobooks. Overdrive Kids and Overdrive Spanish allow the user to search specific collections. Overdrive is currently providing unlimited access to Harry Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone!
   - **eReads Kids**- Many popular titles are available and users may put a book on hold for future viewing.
   - **Teen BookCloud**- This resource provides our Branch Out users an up-to-date collection that includes popular graphic novels in e Book format. Users have the option of changing the background and font color to make the e Books easier to read.